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The EM algorithm is a popular iterative method for estimating parameters in the latent class
model where at each step the unknown parameters can be estimated simply as weighted sums
of somelatent proportions. The algorithm may also be used when some parameters are con-
strained to equal given constants or each other. It is shown that in the general case with equality
constraints, the EM algorithm is not simple to apply because a nonlinear equation has to be
solved. This problem arises, mainly, when equality constraints are defined over probabilities in
different combinations of variables and latent classes. A simple.condition is given in which,
although probabilities in different variable-latent class combinations are constrained to be
equal, the EM algorithm is still simple to apply.
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Introduction

Latent class analysis (LCA) is usually carried out by one of two methods. The first
is the Newton-Raphson approach as used in Haberman’s computer program LAT (Hab-
erman, 1979), or NEWTON (Haberman, 1988). In Haberman’s approach, LCA is con-
ceived of as a specific loglinear model describing the relations between some manifest
variables and a latent variable. This method requires a relatively small number of
iterations, allows for the implementation of various types of constraints on the param-
eters, and finds asymptotic covariances for the estimates as a by-product. The second
method is iterative proportional scaling (Goodman, 1974), which Dempster, Laird, and
Rubin (1977) noted was a special case of the "EM algorithm." for finding maximum
likelihood estimates for missing data. This strategy is used in the program MLLSA
(Clogg, 1977; Eliason, 1988), LCAG (Hagenaars & Luijkx, 1990), and PANMARK 
de Pol, Langeheine, & De Jong, 1989), and although it requires many iterations to
converge, each iteration is computationally very cheap and the algorithm is easily
programmed. Convergence is ensured (although possibly to a nonglobal optimum), and
the parameter estimates are always in the interval 0-1 (see Formann, 1978; Goodman,
1979). The question as to which approach is better is as yet unresolved (see Lange-
heine, 1988, for an interesting comparison).

Equality constraints and fixed-value constraints can be helpful in the interpretation
phase of an analysis. Equality constraints can be used to assess whether the estimates
of two or more parameters are different. Fixed-value constraints can be used to assess
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whether an estimate of a parameter is significantly different from some value of theo-
retical interest, such as zero. Such constraints are regularly used in a second step of the
analysis. In the first step, an unconstrained latent class analysis is performed; in the
second, the number of parameters to be estimated is reduced using constraints.

This paper deals with the application of the EM algorithm to fit these constraints.
The approach adopted will be to discuss the estimation procedures for both equality
constraints and fixed-value constraints simultaneously. Thus, our results are as general
as possible. A practical situation in which both fixed-value constraints and equality
constraints are fitted simultaneously can be found in van de Pol and Langeheine (1990).

From the literature it appears that fixed-value and equality constraints are easily
incorporated into the EM algorithm. However, we will show that this is not true in
general, and in cases where probabilities of different variables and/or different classes
are constrained to be equal, problems may arise. Explicitly, if equality constraints are
handled incorrectly in the EM algorithm, the function value (the likelihood ratio chi-
square statistic) may be increasing instead of monotonically decreasing, as it should.
Examples with constructed data did indeed show that both the computer programs
MMLSA and LCAG did not work properly in this respect. In a recent paper by van de
Pol and Langeheine (1990), it was noticed that problems with the EM algorithm may
also arise when equality constraints are imposed. They give a three-step estimation
procedure for which they say: "This row-wise approach can handle almost all equality
restrictions" (p. 22). This paper gives a general formulation for dealing with equality
constraints in the EM algorithm.

It will be shown that for the general case with equality constraints, the EM algo-
rithm is not simple to apply because a nonlinear equation has to be solved. It follows
that for these equality constraints, the EM algorithm becomes a less attractive alter-
native to implement LCA, because the procedure becomes much more complicated. It
seems to have gone unnoticed in the literature that for some equality constraints,
nonlinear equations have to be solved in implementing the EM algorithm. Furthermore,
a condition is given that, if satisfied, results in solving linear equations only, even in
cases where parameters of different classes and/or variables are constrained to be
equal. When this condition holds, the EM algorithm is simple to apply.

The EM Algorithm For the Unconstrained Latent Class Model

This paper begins by reviewing the estimation of the unconstrained latent class
model using the EM algorithm, then discusses how it can be applied when there are
constraints on the parameters.

The EM algorithm presented by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977) maximizes the
likelihood function, with a distinction between observed and missing data. In LCA,
observed data are simply the scores on the manifest categorical variables; the missing
data are the scores on a latent categorical variable whose categories are called the latent
classes. Explicitly, suppose there are K latent classes indexed by k (k = 1, ... , K),
and V manifest variables indexed by v(v = 1 .... , V), and let s be a vector of length
V, with entries s(v) denoting the category number observed for variable v assumed to
take one ofIv values, s(v) = 1 ..... I v. In LCA, the probability ~’s of outcome vector
s is defined as

K

~’s = ~ ~’s,/~, (1)
k=l
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where

v

~’s,k = ~k I-I (2)

Here, 0-/"k denotes the size of class k, and 7rv,s(v)lk is the probability of category s(v) for
variable v conditional on class k. Elements ~s,k denote the unobserved probabilities of
falling simultaneously in the categories denoted by vector s and the latent class k. The
latent class model in (1) and (2) assumes independence between the manifest variables
given level k of the latent variable.

The EM algorithm uses the likelihood for the complete data, that is, data for the
manifest variables and the latent variable. The method consists of two steps: the ex-
pectation (E) and the maximization (M) steps. In the E-step, expectations of the 
observed complete data, conditional on the observed incomplete data matrix and the
current parameter estimates, are required. In the M-step, the expected log likelihood of
the complete data matrix is maximized as a function of the unknown model parameters.

Under the assumption of a multinomial distribution, the kernel of the complete-
data likelihood can be written as

where ns,k denotes the number of subjects in the sample who have pattern s and fall in
class k. Because class k is not observed, n s,k is unobserved; only the aggregate number
of subjects with pattern s, ns, is observed.

The E-step. Under the assumption of a multinomial distribution, the sufficient
statistics conditional on the observed data and the model parameters are ns,k. In the
E-step the conditional expectation of n s,k has to be formulated. Bayes formula gives
~’kls = "ffkT~s[k/Et "lTt’~Tslt, where ~-slk = l-Iv "rrv,s(v)lk (see (2)). Consequently, since s
can be estimated as ns,k/ns, the conditional expectation of ns,k is nsTrkls = ns~rkTrslk/
(~’t q’gt ~’Slt)"

The M-step. In this step the complete-data log likelihood is maximized with respect
to the unknown model parameters ~rk and ~’v,s(v), with ns,k replaced by the conditional
expectation just found in the E-step, denoted as n +s,k- So we maximize (see (2))

logLc= ~,ns+,,klOg(’trs,k)= ~ s,klOg 7rk I-[ 7rv,s(~)lk
s,k s,k v

V

= Y~ n + log rrk + ~ n +s,k s,k ~ log ~rv,s(v)lk.
s,k s,k v

We optimize log L c using Lagrange multipliers.
Estimation of ~rk. The side condition for ~’k is Y-k ~’k = 1. The Lagrangian can be

written as

fl(TTk) ~ n+ l og 7 Tk - -Ot(~ " ~’r k -1)s,k ,
s,k k
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so 0fI/0 ~’k = Y-s (ns+,k/~rk) - a. From equating 0fl/0 ~rk = 0 and by the side condition,
it follows that a = N, where N is the sample size. Thus, ~rk can be estimated as
"rr; = Ys ns+,k/N.

Estimation of ~rv,s(~)lk. It is easy to verify that

V V I~ K

~n+
v,i,k log "B’v,i[k ,

s,k v v i k

where for notational ease, the unknown conditional probabilities are now denoted as

~rv,i[k, and for which the side condition, Zi "n’v,ilk = 1, holds. For the same reason,
nv,i, k is used instead of ns,~, and is defined as the number of subjects in category i of

+
variable v and, simultaneously, in class k. Obviously, nv,i, k is the updated value of
nv,i, k from the E-step.

Thus, the function to be optimized becomes

f2(zr~,ilk)=E Z E + lo g zr v,ilk-E E/ 3~,k ~’ ~,ilk- Iv,i,k ’
v i k k

where the /3v,k’s are the Lagrange multipliers. Because Of2(qrv,i[k)/OTrv,i[ k = (nv+,i,k/

zrv ilk) -- 13v,k, setting this equation to zero and using the side condition gives/3v,k =
Zi’nv+,i,k . It follows that "nv,il k can be estimated as 7"rv+,ilk nv+,i,k/~.j +

= n v,j,k"

The EM Algorithm in Constrained Latent Class Analysis

In this section we discuss the estimation of probabilities when some of the prob-
abilities are constrained. Constraints on class sizes turn out not to be a problem, and
therefore we concentrate on constraints for the conditional probabilities. Two types of
constraints are considered: fixed-value consiraints for one or more conditional proba-

bilities 7rv,il k, and equality constraints for on,e or more sets of conditional probabilities.
The equality constraints are of the general form "rrv,il k = Zrw,jl 1. Note that this means
that the conditional probabilities of different variables and of different classes may be
constrained to be equal. For notational ease, we drop the superscript ’+’ from the
conditional expectations n +v,i,k of the sufficient statistics from the E-step, For the esti-
mation of the conditional probabilities Try,ilk, the function to be maximized is

V,l,, ,K

f( Tr v,iJk ) = E nv,i, k log qr v,i[ k .
(3)

v,i,k

We introduce more notation. There are three sets of parameters: a set of fixed param-
eters, a set of free parameters, and a set of equal parameters. The set of elements 7rv,ilk
constrained to fixed-values will be denoted by F, and the set of free parameters by G.
In total, there are L equality sets, denoted by Et(l = 1, ... , L), where Et consists of
elements Zrv,il k that are constrained to be equal. Each 7t-v,il k belongs either to one
equality set or to none.The union of the sets Et is denoted as E, and the elements 7rv,ilk
in set El are equal to ~’E,. (It is assumed that if elements are fixed, they belong only to
F, even when the fixed-values are equal.) In addition, we define subsets F~,~ and G~,k,
of F and G, respectively, where the elements of these subsets belong to variable v and
class k only. We further define for a set X: nx ~ ~. nv,i, k, with ~v,ilk ~ X, where X
may be any set defined above. For instance, nG~.~ is the sum of the elements in the
frequency table of variable v and class k that correspond to the free elements. Obvi-
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ously, El ne, = nE. We also define nv,k as Y.i nv,i,k, and dt,v,~, as the number of
elements of variable v and class k that belong to E1.

The function f(Trv,ilk) in (3) is to be maximized over the unknown parameters
and the unknown free parameters ~rv,i[ k, so rewrite (3) 

L

f(Tre,, 7rv,ilk) = ~ hE, log 7rE, + ~
I v,i,k

v,i,k ~ G

nv,i,k log ’l’t’v,ilk

+ Z nv,i,k log "Wv,i[k, (4)

v,i,k
v,i,k ~ F

and maximize (4) using Lagrange multipliers. There are VK different combinations 
variables and latent classes, indexed by v and k. The restriction that holds for each
variable-latent class combination is

dl,v,k 7rEt q- Z 7rv,ilk :

i
v,i,k E G

1 - ~ 7rv,ilk
i

v,i,k ~ F

--- c~,k. (5)

The constrained function including the Lagrange multipliers can now be written as

f* (’l’l’Et , ’Ir v,ilk ) 

v,k i
v,i,k ~ G

7rv,il k -- Cv,kI.

The derivatives of this function with respect to the unknown parameters are

of*(’n’E t ,~v,ilk) net
v,r

-- -- Z dl,v,k ot v,k,
O 7"g Et "~’Et v,k

(6)

of*(7"l’Et’ TrY,ilk) nv,i,k

e3~v,ilk 7rv,ilk
Otv,k, i,k ~ G.

Equating the derivatives (6) and (7) to zero and solving for the parameters, gives

(7)

nEt
7"gEt : ,

V,K

Z dl,v, k o~

(8)

nv,i,k
7"l’v,i[ k -- , i, k ~ G.

Otv,k
(9)
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So by solving for the VK Lagrange multipliers, av,k, we obtain from (5) and (8) through
(9),

L dl,v,knE~

V,KE dl, w,tOtw,t
+ - cv,k, (10)

O~v,k

which defines VK equations for VK unknown parameters a~,k. Solving for these pa-
rameters from (10) and substituting into (8) and (9) gives the solutions of the unknown
model parameters. So (10) is the basic formula that has to be solved. However, in the
general case, a simple (explicit) solution for the parameters does not exist, and solving
for av,~ from (10) needs an iterative procedure such as the Newton-Raphson method.
Therefore, we will distinguish four special cases.

Special Cases

In some cases, there does exist an explicit solution for a~,k from (10), and thus,
there are explicit solutions for the unknown parameters; in others, an iterative proce-
dure has to be used for solving a~,, from (10).

Case 1: No Equality Constraints for the Probabilities in the Variable-Latent Class
Combination of Variable v in Class k

This case considers the estimation of conditional probabilities of variable v in
latent class k when there may be fixed probabilities in the variable-latent class com-
bination, but none of the probabilities in the variable-latent class combination is con-
strained to equal any other probabilities. This means that dl,~, ~ = 0, for all I. Equality
constraints for other variable-latent class combinations may hold because such restric-
tions do not influence the estimation procedure for the free parameters in the variable-
latent class combination of variable v and class k. Solving av,k from (10) is simple, and
the solutions for the model parameters space become

+ nv,i,k
7]" v,ilk -- , ( 1 1 

Sv,k

where Sv,k ~ (nv,k - nF~,,)/Cv,k is a scaling factor for the variable-latent class com-
bination of variable v and class k that guarantees that the parameters in this variable-
latent class combination sum to one. Obviously, if there are no fixed probabilities, then
c~,k = 1 and nFo., = O, and (11) gives the same solution mentioned earlier.

Case 2. Probabilities in Different Variable-Latent Class Combinations are Not
Constrained to be Equal

Note, there may be several equality sets, and within each variable-latent class
combination there may be more than one equality set, but probabilities of different
variable-latent class combinations are not constrained to be equal. Thus, if dl,v, k ~ O,
then dl,w, t = 0, for (w, t) ~ (v, k), and , can again be solved easily from(10).
Substituting av,~ into (8) and (9) gives

+ nE~

~E~
dl,v,kSv,k
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+
~’v,i[k : nv,i,k/Sv,k,

with Sv,k as defined before. Note that all parameters in the variable-latent class com-
bination of variable v and class k are estimated, whether free or constrained to be equal.

Remark 1. Because parameters in variable-latent class combinations for which
Case 1 or 2 hold can be solved easily, we exclude these variable-latent class combi-
nations from consideration and assume that equality sets are defined over different
variable-latent class combinations. Thus a summation over the variable-latent class
combinations in the discussion to follow should be interpreted as a summation over all
variable-latent class combinations, with the variable-latent class combinations men-
tioned in Cases 1 or 2 excluded. For instance, nG =-- ~’v,i,k nv,i,k, with ~v,il k ~ G and
with the summation over v and k only for those variable-latent class combinations for
which Cases 1 and 2 do not hold.

Remark 2 By leaving out those variable-latent class combinations that follow
Cases 1 and 2, an interesting equation can be derived from (10). Multiplying the left and
right hand side in (10) by av,k, and summing over v and k, results in

v K

nE +nG : E ~ Olv,kCv,k"
v k

(12)

Case 3: Probabilities of Different Variable-Latent Class Combinations are
Constrained to be Equal, and dl,v, k = dlCv,k

This case is particularly important, because here there are equal probabilities in
different variable-latent class combinations, although there is a simple solution for the
parameters. The most common situation in which this constraint holds is when Cv,k =
1, implying there are no fixed elements, or the fixed elements are equal to zero. Then,
dl,v, k = dl, which means that the number of elements in each variable-latent class
combination that has elements in the set Et is equal to

Substituting d~,~,k = dtcv,k into (10), and using (12) gives

(nE + nc)n~,kOt v,k =

Cv,knG

Thus, from (8) and (9) we can derive explicit expressions for the parameters ~’e, 

7rv,il k as

+ nEt

~rE, = dt(ne + n~) 

+ Cv,knv,i,knG
7rv’ilk = (hE + n6)n~v.~ ’

taking into account Remark 1, again.

Case 4: Probabilities of Different Variable-Latent Class Combinations are
Constrained to be Equal.

Note that Case 3 is a special case of Case 4. In this most general case, it is not
always simple to estimate the parameters. For illustrational reasons, we start with the
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example ofL = I, where it may hold that probabilities of different variable-latent class
combinations are constrained to be equal. Combining (8) and (10) gives

dl,v,kTrE~ + -- Cv,k,
Otv,k

v= 1,..., V;k--- 1,..., K. (13)

From (13), we can express av,k as a function of ~re,. Combining (12) and (13) 

V K
Cv,knGv.k

v k Cv,k -- dl,v,k~E~

-- nE~ -b nG.

This is just one nonlinear equation with one unknown parameter, ~’e,. Of course, the
parameter can be solved for, and as experience has shown, this can be done quite
efficiently by the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Once ~rE, has been found, av,k can be
derived from (13), and zrv,il k can be derived from (9). However, in the EM algorithm,
estimating the parameters in the M-step has to be done many times, so solving a
nonlinear system in each step may become a computational burden. If there is more
than one equality set, the situation may be even worse since a nonlinear system of L
equations has to be solved in each step.

Conclusions

In words our result is:

1. In cases where each of the equality constraints holds only for the parameters in
one variable-latent class combination, the standard EM estimation procedure gives
correct results.

2. In cases where the number of elements of an equality set is equal for different
variable-latent class combinations, the standard EM estimation procedure is correct,
assuming that the fixed elements are zero. When the fixed elements are non-zero, the
condition is more complicated. See Case 3 above.

3. In all other cases, for each EM-step, estimation of the parameters has to be
done by an iterative procedure.

Manuals of computer programs, like MLLSA (Clogg, 1977; Eliason, 1988) and
LCAG (Hagenaars & Luijkx, 1990), unfortunately do not give enough detailed infor-
mation about how the program deals with equality constraints in general. In many
practical situations, one will be interested in the classes of constraints defined by Cases
1, 2, and 3 above. In these instances the EM algorithm can still be applied in a straight-
forward way. However, in the general case, equality constraints cannot be incorpo-
rated into the EM algorithm in a straightforward manner since the unknown parameters
cannot be estimated as simple weighted sums of latent proportions. An iterative pro-
cedure has to be used in each M-step of the EM algorithm, and because the EM
algorithm often needs many iterations to converge, this can make the algorithm even
slower than it normally is. The contrary holds for the estimation of LCA by the New-
ton-Raphson algorithm since computation time generally decreases if the number of
parameters to be estimated decreases. For Cases 1, 2, and 3, the EM algorithm seems
preferable because it is computationally cheap in each iteration step and easy to pro-
gram. For the general case of equality constraints in LCA, more research is needed to
decide whether a modified EM algorithm or another method (like the Newton-Raphson
algorithm) is to be prefered.
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